
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kiryu City Performing Arts Center 
 
 
The Kiryu City Performing Arts Center is located on a 28,000 sq. m. tract of land with an 
adjacent parking area for 550 automobiles. The building itself is approximately 18,000 sq. m. in 
area, with 4 floors rising to 30.62 m. above ground and with one level below ground. The 
basement is constructed of reinforced concrete while other parts are of steel frame construction. 
The roof of the structure resembles the shape of a cocoon, recalling Kiryu's long history of silk 
manufacturing. 
 
The Kiryu City Performing Arts Center was constructed with several related goals in mind - it 
strives to serve as "an excellent facility for the appreciation of performing arts", "a center in 
which one's creativity can unfold", "a location for undertaking lifelong learning", and "a forum 
for exchange among various people." This new facility has been fully equipped with the 
materials needed to realize these goals. We hope that all who enter here will enjoy seeing the 
facilities and make full use of them in the future. 
 
 

Special CharacteristicsSpecial CharacteristicsSpecial CharacteristicsSpecial Characteristics    
 
The most unique feature of the Silk Hall is its 
"acoustic shelter" stage for classical music 
located beneath the regular stage. In the case 
of most all-purpose performance halls, a 
special classical music acoustic sound stage is 
constructed for classical music performances.  
 
In the case of the Silk Hall, however, an 
acoustic sound stage is not constructed but rather, the regular stage is raised up in one piece to 
the ceiling (out of view of the audience), exposing the classical music stage which is stored in 
tact beneath it. This new system is unique to the Silk Hall and is most unusual in the world of 
performing arts centers.  
 
Because of this unique capability the Silk Hall stage can be transformed into a classical music 
stage. When not in use, the stage is preserved beneath the all-purpose stage, thereby 
preventing damage to it. 
 
The triangular objects suspended from the ceiling at the back of the hall help to reduce the 
amount of echo in the hall and are called "echo adjusters". Since reverberation is desirable in 



classical music performances, the "echo adjusters" can be retracted into their storage position 
in the hall ceiling. 
 
In addition, the stage can be changed into various shapes to accommodate various uses. For 
example, the "thrust stage" is a runway which juts out from the center of the regular stage and 
is positioned between the front audience seats. This stage is particularly useful for fashion 
shows. 
 
For operas and ballets an orchestra pit is available and when not in use a "front stage" can be 
added on to the regular stage if additional space is required. Finally, the actual stage 
width/height can be adjusted thanks to the "moveable proscenium stage." The stage left and 
right walls can be adjusted from 14 m to 18 m and the ceiling can be raised/lowered from 10.5 
m to 8 m. 
 
The loud speakers employ a "delayed speaker" system in which the rear speakers are timed to 
coordinate with the front speakers in such a way that the sound from both speakers reach 
audience ears simultaneously. In this way a clear sound is presented to the audience regardless 
of where one sits. 
 
The Silk Hall lighting has a computer memory capacity for 1,000 scenes. The Silk Hall has 
been constructed with state of the art technology, with a view towards its use in the 21st 
century. It is hoped that outstanding performers from around the world who perform here will 
enjoy its superior facilities. 
 
 

The Small Performance HallThe Small Performance HallThe Small Performance HallThe Small Performance Hall    
 
The Small Performance Hall is constructed in the 
form of a cocoon and has a total area of 427 sq. 
meters. The seating varies from 276 seats for the 
regular stage, 220 seats for the thrust stage and 
310 seats for a center stage. The stage size and 
position can be modified in 4 different styles to 
accommodate a wide variety of uses. 
 
The wood (Japanese cypress) used to construct the 

flooring was taken from Kiryu's "Sangyo Bunka Kaikan", formerly located on the site of the 
new Kiryu City Performing Arts Center. The stage flooring was resanded for use in the new 
hall, providing continuity from the old performing arts center to the new. 
 
The walls surrounding the hall are also constructed of wood. Their three dimensional design is 
intended to represent the trees in the forests surrounding Kiryu. In addition, the fluted design 
helps to promote good acoustics in the hall. 
 
The lighting above the hall has been constructed so that it can revolve around the hall and 
assume any position to coordinate with the various stage positions. The lighting has a 
computer memory capable of 1000 scenes. The sound system has a 32 channel capacity, placing 
the Small Performance Hall in the vanguard of recital theaters. 
 
Because of its limited seating (approx. 300) and progressive design, the hall is an excellent 
location to challenge as yet untried, non-traditional stage performances. 
 
 
 
 



The Silk Hall stage curtain was woven 
and assembled in Kiryu as a result of the 
local citizens' express desire to create it in 
Kiryu, a city with a long and proud textile 
tradition. The curtain was designed by the 
internationally recognized fiber artist, 
Sheila Hicks, and was woven and 
assembled under the auspices of the Kiryu 
Textile Manufacturers Union and through 
the efforts of many of Kiryu's textile manufacturers. 
The curtain has been designed to reflect Kiryu's textile tradition and its beautiful natural 
surroundings. Unique in the world, it has a multi-colored background upon which butterflies 
are seen to dance and fly. The design is an attempt to project an image of a flowering future for 
the people of Kiryu. 
 
Title: "Flowering Future" 
Size: 235.75 sq. meters (width: 20.5 m, height: 11.5 m) 
Weight: 850 kg. 
 
 

Sky HallSky HallSky HallSky Hall    
 
The Sky Hall is the largest reception hall in Kiryu, 
useful for conventions, research/training seminars, 
lectures, parties and wedding receptions. The 
seating capacity at tables for parties or receptions is 
460. The hall can be divided into two separate 
convention rooms (A and B) for simultaneous use. 
In addition to the hall itself, the floor includes 
ample facilities for food service and preparation for 
parties. 
Various lighting fixtures, video projectors and other 
forms of high-tech equipment are available for lectures, etc. 
From the Sky Hall's elevation of 24.5 meters one can get a panoramic view of Mt. Akagi and the 
mountains surrounding Kiryu to the north. 
 
 

Exhibition RoomExhibition RoomExhibition RoomExhibition Room    
    

The Exhibition Room is used by Kiryu citizens to 
display works of art, calligraphy, photography 
and a wide variety of other arts and crafts. The 
moveable walls in the Exhibition Room allow for 
flexibility in the arrangement of exhibits. The 
ample lighting, separate exhibitor's room, 
storeroom, freight entrance, exhibit cases and 
tables and other equipment useful for 
exhibitions make the room a most convenient 
exhibition area. 
Soft natural light floods over the Exhibition 

Room from the first floor windows, making a most pleasant area for exhibition viewers. 
 
Floor area: 500 ㎡ 
Longest exhibit wall: 150 m. 



 
 

Works of ArtWorks of ArtWorks of ArtWorks of Art    
 

 

"Spinning the Wind" by Hiroyuki Kita"Spinning the Wind" by Hiroyuki Kita"Spinning the Wind" by Hiroyuki Kita"Spinning the Wind" by Hiroyuki Kita    
    
This metal mobile outside the main entrance of the 
Performing Arts Center symbolizes both the thread 
bobbins and machines which form an integral 
feature of Kiryu's textile history. The north wind 
blowing past the great cocoon (Performing Arts 
Center) blows the bobbin as the thread is wound onto 
it. 
 

 

"Views of Scenery" by Keiji Ujiie"Views of Scenery" by Keiji Ujiie"Views of Scenery" by Keiji Ujiie"Views of Scenery" by Keiji Ujiie    
 
The white stone used for this sculpture originated in 
the former Yugoslavia and is white marble. The 
artist, Mr. Ujiie, was raised in Kiryu. 
 

 

"Message from the Future" by 16 women"Message from the Future" by 16 women"Message from the Future" by 16 women"Message from the Future" by 16 women    
 
Fiber artist, Junichi Arai, originated the stainless 
steel weave technique used in the construction of 
this sculpture. The stainless steel tapestry was 
designed by Eiko Takahashi with 15 other female 
fiber artists. It is the world's first completely metal 
textile tapestry. 
 

 

"Mineral" by Junichi Arai"Mineral" by Junichi Arai"Mineral" by Junichi Arai"Mineral" by Junichi Arai    
 
Pressed between the panes of glass in the entrance 
doors of the Small Performance Hall are Junichi 
Arai's textile creations. A completely new form of 
interior art, the fabrics resemble crystals or jewels. 
The material is polyester with aluminum coating 
and is dyed by a heat- pressed transfer process. 
 

 

"Steelweave 1" by Peter Collingwood"Steelweave 1" by Peter Collingwood"Steelweave 1" by Peter Collingwood"Steelweave 1" by Peter Collingwood    
 
width7.5mXheight5.0mXdepth0.6m 
 
Mr. Collingwood, a British citizen, is one of the 
giants of the textile art world. His micro-gauze 
technique is unique in the textile world. This 
technique is combined here with Junichi Arai's 
stainless steel textile process. 
 



 

"Spiral Cocoon" by Osamu Kido"Spiral Cocoon" by Osamu Kido"Spiral Cocoon" by Osamu Kido"Spiral Cocoon" by Osamu Kido    
 
width1.2mXheight2.15mXdepth0.9m 
 
Using the motif of Mebius' ring and the threads of a 
cocoon, Mr. Kido has sculpted a monumental 
stainless steel work of art. This sculpture is located 
between the Performing Arts center and Kiryu City 
Hall. 
 

 

"Aplysia"Aplysia"Aplysia"Aplysia----Hikoboshi" by Minori YamazakiHikoboshi" by Minori YamazakiHikoboshi" by Minori YamazakiHikoboshi" by Minori Yamazaki    
 
width2.4mXheight2.4mXdepth0.4m 
 
Mr. Yamazaki's works are representative of the 
Japanese Light Art Movement. His work here is an 
attempt to represent the mysterious aspects of the 
micro/macro loop between the universe and the 
existence of life. 
 

 

 
 

"Drawing in the Air I & II" by Hitoshi Morimura"Drawing in the Air I & II" by Hitoshi Morimura"Drawing in the Air I & II" by Hitoshi Morimura"Drawing in the Air I & II" by Hitoshi Morimura    
 
width1.5mXheight1.5mXdepth0.5m (I) 
width2.4mXheight3.0mXdepth0.5m (II) 
 
Born in Kiryu, Mr. Morimura has created two 
stainless steel objet d'art. The stainless steel rods 
are coiled to form the sculptures which defy one's 
sense of weight and size. 
 

 

 

"Windy" & "Nazo"Windy" & "Nazo"Windy" & "Nazo"Windy" & "Nazo----Nazo" by Tomoko Konoike Nazo" by Tomoko Konoike Nazo" by Tomoko Konoike Nazo" by Tomoko Konoike     
 
Windy (above) 
width3.0mXheight2.7mXdepth1.0m 
 
Nazo-Nazo (below) 
width1.9mXheight2.1mXdepth0.1m 
 



 

"Neiro" Type D, Type S by Hideo Osumi"Neiro" Type D, Type S by Hideo Osumi"Neiro" Type D, Type S by Hideo Osumi"Neiro" Type D, Type S by Hideo Osumi        
 
Type D (left) 
width2.7mXheight5.5mXdepth2.0m 
 
Type S (right) 
width2.2mXheight2.0mXdepth2.0m 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


